1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

During the last decade, electron microscopes have matured into true measuring devices of the atomic scale, allowing researchers not only to obtain high-quality images of nano- and microscopic features in a given material but also to provide statistically sound numbers of, e.g., particle distributions, local lattice strains, etc, even including atomic positions and shifts down to the picometer scale. In most cases, these evolutions have taken place on the typical two-dimensional (2D) information from scanning or transmission electron microscopy (SEM--TEM) images, but more recently the step towards retrieving quantitative three-dimensional (3D) data from sets of electron microscopy images has been made. The dimensional limitations of 2D microscopy can be overcome by combining a, usually large, set of related 2D images into a 3D data stack. The difference between scanning and transmission EM is expressed in the use of sequential milling and imaging, the so-called slice-and-view technique, in the former and rotational projections for the latter. The final 3D information is retrieved using reconstruction algorithms of different kinds.

Electron tomography in the TEM was first developed and used for decades in the field of biology for solving morphologies or structures of, e.g., cells, macromolecules, etc, often under cryo conditions (for a review, see, e.g., \[[@C1]\]). The need for each image to be a monotonic projection of a given property of the sample \[[@C2]\] indeed favours amplitude contrast images resulting from, e.g., density fluctuations, as is often the case in life science samples. The strong scattering and contribution of Bragg scattering, which violates this projection requirement in solid crystalline samples, has long inhibited the application of electron tomography in materials science. A little over a decade ago, however, it was demonstrated that high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images as well as energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) maps indeed comply with the projection requirement and that they can thus be used to obtain proper electron tomography series on solid materials \[[@C3], [@C4]\].

Obtaining 3D information in TEM instruments implies recording a series of images, usually at different tilt angles, aligning the images and applying a well-chosen algorithm, suitable for the research question at hand, to yield a 3D reconstructed volume. In conventional approaches, aiming at visualization of shapes, the number of images in the series, which is mainly determined by the stability of the sample and the design of the holder, determines the quality of the reconstruction. The most important artefact is the so-called missing wedge, severely limiting the resolution along certain viewing directions; this arises from an often limited tilt range due to particular geometries of the tomography holder inside the microscope \[[@C3]\]. The latter can be overcome by using dual-axis holders or needle-shaped samples, the latter usually prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB), allowing for a larger, respectively, full tilt range \[[@C5], [@C6]\]. An example of the latter is shown in figure [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} obtained from a needle-shaped pillar and revealing the 3D morphology of voids in a porous layer of La~2~Zr~2~O~7~ obtained using the simultaneous iterative reconstructive technique (SIRT) \[[@C7]\]. Conversely, shapes and facets of small particles can be investigated, possible even as *in situ* experiments \[[@C8]\].

![(a) 2D projection image of a needle-shaped pillar of a porous La~2~Zr~2~O~7~ layer. (b) Visualization of the 3D SIRT reconstruction showing the pores in dark blue (after figures 1 and 2 of \[[@C7]\]).](TSTA11661345F01){#F0001}

In novel approaches, often aiming at obtaining quantitative data from the 3D reconstruction, the reconstruction algorithm becomes increasingly important. Before actual reconstruction a segmentation of the grey-scale images is required for proper interpretation and quantification of the pixel content. Manual segmentation is very time consuming and is hampered by subjective interpretation of the images. Therefore, new procedures, often using additional information on the system, have recently been developed. An example of the latter is discrete tomography assuming that the images consist of a limited number of grey scales, which can strongly reduce missing wedge artefacts \[[@C9]--[@C11]\]. The ultimate goal is atomic resolution tomography from which atom counts become possible, based on the prior knowledge that the crystal consists of a limited number of specified atoms \[[@C12]\]. An example of the latter for an Ag nano-particle inside an Al matrix is presented in \[[@C13]\] chapter 3.3.

In the SEM the quest for 3D information on internal structures and morphologies has received a serious boost with the appearance of the dual-beam FIB/SEM systems. In this technique, the bulk sample is sliced by the Ga^+^ beam of the FIB and SEM images of each fresh surface are obtained using different possible imaging modes \[[@C14]--[@C18]\]. In this case, the sectioning parameters, such as the distance between two subsequent cuts rather than the SEM image resolution, determine the quality of the final data. The reconstruction is now a concatenation of all aligned images usually preceded by segmentation to limit the number of grey scales and taking into account the slicing distance (i.e. the amount of lost material due to the Ga^+^ sectioning) \[[@C14], [@C16]\]. In the examples presented below, the technical specifications for selected experiments are given.

The same concept can be used in TEM applying the reduced depth-of-focus in aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM imaging. Depending on the convergence angle and defocus, very thin slices of the sample are in focus at one given instance, similar to confocal optical microscopy \[[@C19]\]. This so-called optical-depth sectioning allows for atomic resolution in each image and thus in the entire 3D volume, although a strong elongation effect along the electron beam still limits the resolution in this direction \[[@C20]\]. Theoretical simulations indicate that energy filtered scanning confocal EM in combination with chromatic aberration correction may be the most promising technique for resolving this issue \[[@C20]--[@C23]\].

At present, many different applications of SEM and TEM tomography exist, often combining different imaging and spectroscopy techniques. For example, dark-field TEM imaging has been used to reconstruct the 3D network of dislocations in GaN \[[@C24]\] and the 3D morphology of secondary *γ* precipitates together with the compositional distribution in the phase-separated microstructure in a Ni-based superalloy (Ni--8.5 at.% Al--5.4 at.% Ti) \[[@C25]\]. 3D reconstructions of carbon nanotubes in nylon and Si nanoparticles in an Si matrix have been obtained using plasmon excitation in low-loss electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) \[[@C26], [@C27]\] while electron holography was used to characterize the internal electric potential of semiconductor p--n junctions at nm resolution \[[@C28]\]. FIB/SEM slice-and-view can reveal the 3D microstructure of porous materials \[[@C29]\] as well as precipitation morphologies \[[@C30]\], while combinations with electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) will reveal crystal grain structures in 3D \[[@C31]\]. More examples as well as a step-wise introduction to the theory of electron tomography and reconstruction techniques can be found in the *Handbook of Nanoscopy*, chapter 7, while applications on biomaterials can be found in chapter 36 \[[@C32]\].

In the present paper, some recent results of quantitative 3D EM on structural and functional materials obtained by the authors are reviewed and put in the perspective of existing and potential applications of the investigated systems.

2.. Results {#s2}
===========

2.1.. 3D investigations on precipitates in Ni--Ti {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------

Near-equiatomic Ni--Ti has been widely studied due to its unique functional properties of shape memory and superelasticity \[[@C33], [@C34]\]. These phenomena originate from the structural *B*2--*B*19′ martensitic and intermediate *R*-phase transformations underlying this particular functional behaviour \[[@C34]\]. In alloys trained for practical applications, these properties are controlled by the presence of Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates that can be induced in the austenite *B*2 matrix by a proper thermo-mechanical treatment. The formation of these Ni-rich precipitates allows for a stabilization of the matrix composition by balancing the number and size of the precipitates with the annealing time and temperatures \[[@C34]\]. This stabilization is extremely important since the transition temperatures of the martensitic transformation are strongly dependent on the chemical composition. Moreover, in the case that the precipitate formation has not been completed, concentration gradients remain in the area next to the precipitate and this can again locally influence the onset of the martensitic transformation \[[@C35]\]. However, the strongest impact of the precipitation on the martensitic transformation is the strain field induced in the surrounding matrix due to a shortening of the *c*-axis and this prepares the matrix for a transformation into the intermediate *R*-phase \[[@C35]--[@C37]\] potentially supported by a stress-induced spatial variation of the concentration \[[@C38]\]. Also, the precipitates are found to be harder than the matrix, so their internal lattice is considered to be unstrained \[[@C39]\]. In view of these features, it is important to investigate not only these local phenomena but also the 3D shapes and distribution of these precipitates.

### 2.1.1.. 3D strain field determination by conventional high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). {#s2-1-1}

From conventional TEM observations it is known that well-developed Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates have a lenticular shape with a central plane parallel to the {111}~*B*2~ planes, as seen in figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(a) \[[@C40]\]. The combination of ordering and orientation yields eight variants, but since two ordering variants share the same habit plane, only four different orientations are observed in conventional SEM. The precipitates have a rhombohedral atomic structure with *a* = 0.670 nm, *α* = 113.9° \[[@C40]\] (or *a* = *b* = 1.124 nm, *c* = 0.5077 nm in the hexagonal description \[[@C41]\]), which has recently been refined by dedicated electron \[[@C42]\] and neutron diffraction to a space group *R*-3 \[[@C43]\].

![(a) Combination of four orientation variants of Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates in *B*2 austenite, (b) HRTEM \[1 0 − 1\]~*B*2~ image of a single precipitate (the square labeled as 'Ref' represents the undistorted austenite matrix), and (c) and (d) GPA maps showing the *ε*~xx~ matrix strain alongside precipitates observed in \[1 − 1 1\]~*B*2~ and \[1 0 − 1\]~*B*2~ orientations, respectively ((d) shows the same precipitate as (b)).](TSTA11661345F02){#F0002}

The actual size, morphology and distribution of the Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates depend strongly on the thermo-mechanical history of the material. Short- and intermediate-term stress-free ageing can lead to heterogeneous microstructures with precipitates concentrating around grain boundaries (GB), splitting the transformation into several steps upon cooling \[[@C44], [@C45]\], while compressing or elongating the sample during heating can introduce preferential growth of a single variant \[[@C46]--[@C48]\]. Also, the volume fraction of precipitates will influence the overall composition of the matrix, having a strong effect on the martensite transformation temperatures \[[@C49]\]. Moreover, the Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates with heterogeneous microstructures concentrating around GB have drawn increasing interest due to their special contribution to the so-called multistage martensitic transformation, although the mechanism of this phenomenon is still controversial \[[@C45], [@C48], [@C50]--[@C55]\]. Therefore, the study of the 3D distribution of these precipitates is of importance for a better understanding of their essential influence on the martensitic and *R*-phase transformations of the *B*2 matrix.

The first quantified 3D-type information regarding these lenticular precipitates was obtained by combining 2D strain gradient data from two independent crystallographic orientations in homogenized polycrystal Ni~51~Ti~49~ annealed at 723 or 773 K for 4 h \[[@C37]\]. These results were obtained by classic HRTEM imaging in a top-entry LaB~6~ JEOL 4000EX and geometric phase analysis (GPA) of the lattice images. In the \[1 0 − 1\]~*B*2~ viewing direction the precipitate--matrix interface is seen edge-on, while for the \[1 − 1 1\]~*B*2~ orientation a small overlapping region has to be taken into account. In figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(c) the (*x*, *y*) reference frame corresponds to (\[121\]~*B*2~,\[1 0 − 1\]~*B*2~), while for figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(d) this reference frame is (\[111\]~*B*2~,\[1 − 2 1\]~*B*2~). Figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the \[1 0 − 1\]~*B*2~ HRTEM image with the results from the GPA analysis for both orientations shown in figures [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(c) and (d) (the numbered squares refer to regions over which the average deformation is measured \[[@C37], [@C41]\]). When comparing the 2D numerical values measured for the local strains in the matrix with those obtained from a classic Eshelby approach, it was found that the measured strain values are up to ten times larger than the calculated ones and the experimentally observed maximum is located closer to the interface \[[@C41]\]. Although the magnitudes are not the same, the positions of tensile and compressive strain are as expected: compression at the tips and maximum tensile strain along the central axis. Possible differences between the simulation and experiment can be due to the assumptions used for the model, i.e. equal elastic modulus for the precipitate and the matrix and the small deviation of the precipitate shape from the perfect ellipsoid. The latter is clear from conventional TEM (and also from the 3D observations discussed below), while the former corresponds to a shift in low-loss electron spectroscopy intensity, indicating that the precipitates are harder than the matrix \[[@C35]\]. The combination of HRTEM and GPA from these two low index directions yields independent 3D principal strains and directions perfectly matching the transformation strain of a single variant of the *R*-phase, as can be concluded from the values listed in table [1](#TB1){ref-type="table"} for area '2' in figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(c) \[[@C37]\]. This corresponds well with the observation of *R*-phase nucleation at the Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates \[[@C50]\]. The request for minimization of lattice strain at the secondary interface between the nucleated *R*-phase and austenite matrix can provide the driving force for the formation of a twinned *R*-phase. However, although the match between the 3D numerical values obtained from the GPA measures on the experimental 2D HRTEM images and the *R*-phase deformation is striking, the present approach does not really include a thorough 3D treatment using particular reconstruction algorithms. For example, the mathematical combination of elastic strain values for both the zone axes does not yield structure images along other orientations, as can be expected from a true 3D reconstruction result.

###### 

3D measured (*E*) and calculated (*R*1) principal strains and directions as obtained from the combination of two HRTEM images using GPA and calculated for the transformation of austenite into a single variant of the *R*-phase, respectively (data for *E* correspond with the observations at site '2' in figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(c)).
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### 2.1.2.. Slice-and-view by FIB/SEM. {#s2-1-2}

Although recently a great deal of new results have been reported in 3D electron tomography using TEM, for the present case the size of the precipitates and the respective 3D matrix volumes in which they appear do not really allow for the use of transmission techniques. So, in order to obtain 3D information on shapes and distributions, slice-and-view FIB/SEM was used yielding 3D data sets on cube volumes of around 100 *μ*m^3^ with precipitates having a diameter of the central plane between 50 and 500 nm. For the present results, each sequence contains around 200 2D cross-section images of about 10 × 5 *μ*m^2^ and obtained at intervals of 25 nm, the image size being further cropped after alignment. A Dual-Beam xT Nova Nanolab 200 FIB/SEM instrument equipped with an automated slice-and-view procedure was used to obtain the series of 2D cross-section images, often overnight.

The sample treatments listed above have been chosen in order to ensure that there are enough precipitates with useful dimensions in any investigated volume. Larger micron-sized precipitates would, of course, be easier to treat, but only a few precipitates would be observed in each selected volume with many of these crossing the volume boundaries. Imaging of smaller nano-sized precipitates would be severely hampered by the slicing procedure. In newer instruments, a smaller Ga^+^ beam size can be obtained so that slicing at every 10 nm could be performed allowing the observation of even smaller precipitates.

Due to the similar composition and structure of Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates when compared with the surrounding matrix the most important steps of the image acquisition and optimization relate to the weak contrast of the precipitates, as seen from figure [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}(a) \[[@C56]\]. After a careful comparison between different imaging modes, secondary electron (SE) imaging at 5 kV and 1.6 nA was selected with a lateral resolution below 2 nm. For general orientations of the precipitates, no preferential invisibility of particular variants and for a given surface orientation was observed. Of course, it has to be avoided to have the slicing surface normal parallel to a 〈111〉 direction, since this would imply that for one of the variants the precipitate\'s central plane would also be parallel to the slicing surface by which this variant would be virtually invisible and most of its precipitates would be sliced away.

![(a) Typical example of an SEM image of Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates showing only limited contrast before image treatment. (b) Better delineated precipitates after image processing. (c) Feret or clip diameter definition (min and max).](TSTA11661345F03){#F0003}

The obtained 2D SEM images need to be properly processed to improve the image quality in order to ensure the precision of the 3D reconstruction and the following quantitative analysis. First, the image sequences are well aligned, resized (due to the angle between the SEM and FIB beams) and interesting regions are selected. In the present study, due to the so-called 'curtain' artefacts introduced by a low dose of the FIB and a certain heterogeneity in the hardness of the sample \[[@C15]\], a band-pass filter in ImageJ^©^ is applied to suppress those vertical stripe-shaped patterns in the 2D images. Afterwards, a sequence of filters (*wiener2*, *medfilt2*, *imadjust* and *imsubtract*) in Matlab^©^ are applied on the entire sequence of 2D images in order to decrease noise, improve image contrast and remove the gradient background. An example of a cross-section image after image processing is shown in figure [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}(b) \[[@C56]\]. The processed image sequences are then segmented in Amira^©^ with the *label field* function to differentiate variants of Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates from each other and from the matrix. The final 3D visualization of the precipitates in the matrix is achieved through the *surfacegen* function in Amira^©^.

Although the above-presented image processing yields perfectly useful segmented sequences, one needs to be careful with setting the values for the actual parameters involved. Indeed, for example when changing the values for the background subtraction, the width of the precipitates as they finally appear in figure [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}(b) can change, eventually leading to the disappearance of a small precipitate or of the shrinking of the tip of a larger one. By choosing different sets of extreme values for the parameters in the processing procedure, some boundaries for the precision of the entire procedure could be obtained. After a careful comparison of certain measures obtained directly from the original images and those obtained from processed ones, a precision of about 4% is estimated \[[@C56]\].

From the segmented images, several voxel-based quantitative measures can be obtained for a given precipitate, for example, the volume (*V*~p~), surface area (SA), maximum and minimum Feret or clipper diameter (FD~max~*,*~min~) (shown in figure [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}(c)) and aspect ratio (AR). The AR is defined as the largest diameter divided by the smallest diameter in the orthogonal plane, the latter two obtained, respectively, from the FD~max~ and FD~min~ clipper estimations of the precipitate disc diameter and thickness \[[@C57]\]. The larger the AR (always ≽ 1) the flatter the precipitate appears. From the measured *V*~p~ and SA, the specific surface area (SSA) for each precipitate can be calculated as SA*/V*~p~ while the sphericity parameter *ψ* (⩽ 1) indicates how close the shape is to a sphere (*ψ* = 1). In combination with the remaining matrix or total volume, measures such as volume fraction can then be calculated by combining the data on all precipitates in the respective box.

One should further note that in the case of a precipitate containing an extremely small number of voxels, e.g. below 100, the morphology of the precipitate can no longer correctly be described by the above parameters*.* This is due to the fact that when the voxel size is comparable to any one of the dimensions of the precipitate, here typically the thickness of the lens shape, the shape of the voxel will strongly influence the bitmap shape of the precipitate and the obtained values for the above parameters. However, in all the cases shown in the following sections, most of the studied precipitates have enough voxel resolution for the present shape and size analysis, with only very few precipitates (\<1%) containing too small a number of voxels for a proper analysis, which are then disregarded from the analysis.

Instead of using parameters based on pixel or voxel counting, existing knowledge on the expected shape of the precipitate can further be used for standardizing certain measures. For example, a simulated equivalent ellipsoid with the same principal moments of inertia as the experimentally observed precipitate can be calculated in order to better understand the precipitate morphology and avoid extreme values due to outliers \[[@C58]\]. The different principal axes of this equivalent ellipsoid will be referred to as small (s), intermediate (i) and large (l), the latter two being equal for a perfect lens shape.

The first concrete sample that will be discussed here is the Ni~51~Ti~49~ single crystal produced using the Bridgman technique, homogenized at 1273 K for 12 h, water quenched and annealed as such (i.e. stress-free) at 823 K for 10 h. Figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the 3D representation of a sliced box of 5 × 5 × 5 *μ*m^3^. Although precipitates belonging to all four variants can be recognized from the numerical data, groups of only three of the variants can be properly distinguished in the image.

![(a) 3D representation of a 5 × 5 × 5 *μ*m^3^ volume from a stress-free annealed single crystal, showing groups of single variant precipitates formed by autocatalytic nucleation and growth. (b) A single group selected for ease of visualization. (c) The Zingg and Tucker scheme revealing the shape distribution of the measured precipitates.](TSTA11661345F04){#F0004}

Visual inspection of the precipitates belonging to a given variant indicates that they seem to appear in groups, as seen in the example of figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(b) where only one variant is retained. As a result, precipitates of the same variant tend to show very few crossings with those belonging to other variants. The phenomenon is attributed to autocatalytic growth \[[@C59], [@C60]\] in which a new precipitate nucleates in the strain field induced in the matrix by a previously grown precipitate \[[@C54], [@C59]\]. In total, 129 complete precipitates can be distinguished in the stress-free aged sample, yielding a number density of 1.0 precipitate per cube micron. However, due to the relatively large volume of the single precipitates, the total volume fraction of precipitation in this stress-free case is 6.1%. The precipitates of the stress-free ageing show an average *V*~p~ of 0.022 *μ*m^3^ with SA = 1.11 *μ*m^2^, FD~max~ = 0.812 *μ*m, FD~min~ = 0.113 *μ*m, AR = 6.67 and *ψ* = 0.39 \[[@C60]\].

Based on these quantified 3D data, the precipitation in this stress-free aged sample can be compared with that in a single-crystal sample of the same composition, annealed under the same time and thermal conditions as above but now under a compression of 50 MPa along one of the 〈111〉 crystallographic directions of the matrix. Figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows a 3D view of this sample from which it can be concluded that only one variant is retained. From figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(b) it is seen that the precipitates are relatively thick, while figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(c) shows that some of them tend to coagulate along the plane of their central disc. The investigated box of this sample contains in total 179 complete precipitates, yielding a number density of 2.3 precipitates per cube micron. However, due to the much smaller volume of the present precipitates, the total volume fraction of precipitation in the compressed case is 4.3%, which is substantially smaller than the 4.3% for the stress-free case. The averaged values for the above used parameters for the compressed case are *V*~p~ = 0.0084 *μ*m^3^, SA = 0.34 *μ*m^2^, FD~max~ = 0.554 *μ*m, FD~min~ = 0.085 *μ*m, AR = 6.22 and *ψ* = 0.61 \[[@C61]\].

![(a) Single variant precipitates as observed in the compressed single crystal. Panels (b) and (c) show relatively thick and coagulated precipitates, which is confirmed by the Zingg and Tucker scheme in (d).](TSTA11661345F05){#F0005}

When comparing the two Zingg and Tucker schemes \[[@C62], [@C63]\] shown in figures [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(c) and [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(d), the stress-free aged precipitates are seen to concentrate in the region with extremely flat precipitates, while the compressed precipitates tend to have a higher *s*/*i* ratio, i.e. the latter are essentially thicker. This can be understood from the fact that the external stress during ageing compensates for the internal stress between the precipitates and the matrix in the direction perpendicular to the central plane, and thus promotes the thickening of precipitates. Therefore the precipitates generated from the compressive ageing will have a more cylindrical shape, increasing their sphericity w.r.t. that of the stress-free precipitates. Even more so, as shown in a former study of a polycrystalline Ni~50.8~Ti~49.2~ sample, the sphericity of a precipitate shows an exponential decrease as the volume increases, which implies that small precipitates tend to have a rounder shape, which can be explained by the classic competition between volume and interface energy. Therefore, it is further understandable that the smaller precipitates generated in the compressive aged sample extend more in the third direction normal to the central disc of the precipitate, while the larger ones in the stress-free aged sample tend to remain very flat \[[@C61], [@C64]\].

Next to the indicated differences in size and shape, also the interparticle distances and 3D distribution of the precipitates are clearly different between the two samples. With all four variants occurring in large pockets in the stress-free aged sample, a given plate of martensite can be expected to move relatively easily in between a single pocket and parallel to the major surfaces of those lens-shaped precipitates. However, it will be strongly hindered when it arrives at the next pocket of a different variant in which these major surfaces are nearly perpendicular to the preceding martensite plate. Also, by investigating the interparticle distributions in the compressed case a box-like configuration of about 1 *μ*m edge length is observed instead of the expected layered structure \[[@C64]\]. Based on this configuration, the stop-and-go process observed by Michutta *et al* during *in situ* TEM cooling experiments can be better explained \[[@C48]\].

Although the above 3D quantified information on the precipitates is very instrumental in comparing different samples or different thermo-mechanical treatments, the influence of these shapes, sizes, densities, etc on the martensitic transformation, which is the basis for the shape memory and superelastic behaviour, can only be inferred via circumstantial reasoning. An alternative approach is to define appropriate parameters that describe the matrix in between the precipitates and correlate this with the potential development of martensitic plates. One possible approach is to measure the matrix volume available for martensitic transformation based on minimal distances between precipitate images in all 2D slices. In figure [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(a) an example of the search for the largest circles that can be drawn at each given point of the matrix without reaching the surface of the nearest precipitate (or larger circle) is presented. The histogram of these radii, referred to as the matrix distance transform (DT), then yields a measure for the open space of the austenite matrix in between the precipitates. Comparison of this DT parameter for the stress-free and compressed cases (figure [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(b)) shows a more peaked histogram for the latter, indicating less spread in the free matrix zones. Moreover, the precipitates of the stress-free case are spaced further apart and leave more matrix for martensitic transformation than in the compressed case, as seen from substantially larger DT~mean~ and DT~max~ values (230 and 1661 nm compared with 190 and 934 nm for stress-free and compressed samples, respectively) \[[@C61]\]. Also, by using a newly developed water penetration procedure, a kind of percolation function adapted for martensitic transformations, the evolution of a martensitic plate proceeding in the matrix can be simulated. This procedure selects a given pixel of the first row on a given edge of a 2D image and allows it to act as a nucleus for the transformation. In this way it will induce a transformation in some adjacent matrix pixels of the next row, the connected pixels being defined by the opening angle of the resulting cone of transformation. These transformed matrix pixels will again act as nucleation sites for pixels in the next row, etc, thereby continuing the martensite plate. If selected pixels in a given row belong to a precipitate, the transformation does not proceed any further through that pixel. In other words, only when the cone extends on one or both sides of a precipitate, can the transformation continue. The result of such a process is seen in figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(a) (stress-free case) in which the transformed cone (martensite) is shown in grey, the austenite matrix in black and the precipitates in white. The measured parameter, the filling fraction (FF), is the ratio of the covered transformed area to the area that would be covered if there were no precipitates and is a measure of how easily the transformed area (martensite) can grow in a particular direction. Statistical data are obtained by using all pixels of a given edge row (or column) of all 2D images as a starting set.

![(a) Example of the final circles obtained after the DT transform and (b) histogram of all circle diameters summed over all slices for both stress-free and compressed cases.](TSTA11661345F06){#F0006}

![(a) Example of the WP transform (grey) approach for the stress-free and (b) the compressed case, the latter along two perpendicular directions.](TSTA11661345F07){#F0007}

In figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(b) an example of two cones for the compressed case is given, one parallel and one perpendicular to the precipitate large surfaces (the latter being perpendicular to the 〈111〉 compression direction in this sample). From the corresponding histograms of the filling fractions, it is clear that the best condition for a least disturbed transformation path is the direction perpendicular to the compression direction in the compressed sample (figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(b)), which yields an FF of 77% \[[@C61]\]. This, of course, is no surprise and confirms the earlier *in situ* work by Michutta *et al* \[[@C48]\]. However, contrary to intuition and to the impression one could get from the single example image of figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(a), the next best case is the direction parallel to the compression (FF = 13%) rather than a random 〈111〉 direction in the uncompressed single crystal (FF = 6%), although the latter difference remains small certainly when considering the relatively small volume that could be investigated with respect to the autocatalytic pockets. Still, as indicated above, this could be related to the larger size of the precipitates in the stress-free case and especially the different orientations, which naturally set barriers for the martensite growing along different variants. So, although the present two proposals for matrix quantification are only partially 3D, in the sense that they consist of a combination of data from all 2D slices instead of using true measures of the full 3D data (mainly for reasons of calculation time), the results are rather clear and convincing. Still, extending this approach to the full 3D data will probably yield smaller absolute values due to the fact that the effect of precipitates in the next slice is at present not taken into account, neither for the DT nor for the FF transforms.

The next type of sample to discuss is a homogenized Ni~50.8~Ti~49.2~ polycrystal annealed at 773 K for 1 h. In this material, a multiple martensitic transformation (MMT) has been observed and attributed to the differences in precipitate density between regions close to the GB and those in the centre of the grains (grain interior (GI)), the latter being several microns in diameter \[[@C44], [@C45]\]. For the 3D slice-and-view investigation, a box of 4.75 × 4.75 × 4.775 *μ*m^3^ for the GI region and a box of 4.00 × 4.00 × 4.00 *μ*m^3^ for the GB region have been selected. In both regions, all four orientation variants of the Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates can be observed. In the GB region, also a part of the intermediate region between the GB and GI is incorporated, as seen in the 3D reconstruction of figure [8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}(a), which has the GB at the right-front edge of the box showing the smallest precipitates. From both the GI and GB volumes, the same kind of analysis as for the single-crystal samples can be done \[[@C58]\]. To better understand the size evolution of the precipitates in this GB region, the reconstruction box is virtually sliced along the *Z* direction, i.e. the direction perpendicular to the grain boundary, into small slices of 1 *μ*m thick. By moving this slicing box by steps of 0.25 *μ*m, finally 13 such slices are obtained from the reconstruction volume in the GB region. Then the average volume (*V*~mean~) of the precipitates with mass centres in each pocket is calculated. Incomplete precipitates cut by the edge of the full reconstruction volume are not included in this calculation in order to avoid edge-biasing effects from incomplete precipitates. As shown in figure [8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}(b), the decrease of *V*~mean~ follows the tail of a Gaussian function when approaching the grain boundary (the position of each data point refers to the center of the virtual slice). The same analysis can be carried out on the average of the central plane diameter FD~max~ for each slice, *D*~mean~, which also shows a Gaussian decrease, rather than a linear function as described in \[[@C54], [@C58]\]. In both cases the *R*^2^ values are above 0.997, indicating a good fit. Moreover, *V*~mean~ in the first slice, which is closest to the GI region, has a value of 0.0186 *μ*m^3^ while *D*~mean~ equals 0.854 *μ*m, which are about 26 and 9% lower than the respective average *V*~p~ and FD~max~ values in the GI region. The latter indicates that these functions have not yet reached their saturation point at the front side of the GB region and that there will be a slight increase in the 20 *μ*m wide region between the GB and GI regions \[[@C58]\]. As to the shapes of the precipitates, there are more equant- and prolate-shaped Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates in the GB region than in the GI area, which leads to a relatively larger average Ψ for the GB region. These equant- and prolate-shaped precipitates normally have a relatively small volume, which is consistent with growth kinetic simulations showing that the Ni~4~Ti~3~ precipitates have a sphere shape at the beginning of their growth \[[@C46], [@C65]\]. Also, the total volume fraction of precipitates is slightly higher close to the GB, which could induce a small concentration difference between the austenite matrices in the centre and at the edge of a grain with an approximately 0.1 at.% excess of Ni for the austenite matrix in the GI region. From a particle distribution function analysis in both regions, it is concluded that the most frequently observed interparticle distance in the GI region, 0.44 *μ*m, is substantially larger than that in the GB region, 0.19 *μ*m, confirming the dense packing of the precipitates close to the grain boundary \[[@C58]\]. Further, no auto-catalytic nucleation and growth has been observed in this sample, possibly due to a larger number of intrinsic nucleation sites when compared with the single-crystal material.

![(a) 3D view of a volume close to the grain boundary in the sample exhibiting an MMT. (b) Gaussian trend (*R*^2^ = 0.998 55) of the average precipitate volume when moving from the GI to the GB (dots are experimental measures). (c) WP example for the GI region.](TSTA11661345F08){#F0008}

From the water penetration approach shown in figure [8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}(c), FFs from 4% in the GI volume to only 1% in the GB region (the latter also including part of the intermediate area) are obtained. This implies that the martensitic transformation in the GI region will be less hampered by the packing of precipitates than a transformation close to the grain boundary.

The above quantitative 3D data can be used in order to understand the MMT in the present sample. New evidence has shown that the sequence of multiple transformations in this sample starts at the intermediate region in between the interior and boundary of the grain (i.e. the front part of our GB box), followed by a transformation close to the GB (i.e. the back side of our GB box) after which the GI region transforms. The former two parts include an intermediate *R*-phase, whereas the GI region directly transforms into martensite \[[@C66]\]. The fact that the GI region transforms at the lowest temperature could be due to the induced concentration difference after the nucleation and growth of the precipitates. Indeed, a higher Ni content implies a lower transformation temperature \[[@C49]\] as well as a lower stability range for the *R*-phase \[[@C34]\]. The intermediate region contains semi-coherent precipitates, which act as nucleation centres for the *R*-phase and martensite formation, while there is also sufficient matrix in between the precipitates to allow for a martensitic transformation. This region will thus need a lower driving force and transform first. The region closest to the grain boundary contains many small precipitates close to one another and thus has a conflict of many nucleation sites against only a little matrix to transform and will thus transform after the intermediate region.

2.2.. Electron tomography of dislocations in Al nano-beams {#s2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------

In the following example, a high density of Frank dislocation loops was generated in nanocrystalline Al thin films during the preparation of TEM thin foils by FIB thinning. These Al films of 400 nm thickness were deposited on a SiO~2~ layer by e-beam evaporation and at a substrate temperature below 150 °C. The mechanical properties of these films are the subject of a series of earlier investigations based on a new nanomechanical on-chip testing method \[[@C67]\] and the films proved to have special mechanical properties such as high ductility. The 3D distribution of the small loops and the dislocations generated in the film due to moderate internal stresses during deposition were obtained using electron tomography in the annular dark-field scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) mode of a Tecnai G2 FEG instrument. These 3D data on dislocation distribution together with information obtained on single dislocations using aberration-corrected high-resolution ADF-STEM were used to investigate the dislocation behaviour as well as the related confined plasticity at the nanoscale in these films \[[@C68]\].

The tomography ADF-STEM tilt series was acquired between --70° and +70° with a 2° interval. Visibility of the dislocations was maintained by satisfying the two-beam **g** = 1 1 − 1 condition over the entire tilt range owing to a special high-angle triple-axis holder (HATA-8075, Mel-Build, Japan, <http://www.melbuild.com>). Using this two-beam condition both the extrinsic small dislocation loops induced by FIB milling and the intrinsic long dislocations generated during deposition remain visible in all images of the tilt series. The inner angle of the ADF detector used for the tomography experiment was ∼45 mrad, while the 3D volume was reconstructed by a weighted back-projection implemented in the FEI Inspec3D software package. Figure [9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows a 3D reconstruction of dislocations in a single Al grain viewed along the Al thin foil prepared by cross-section FIB. The top and bottom surface labels refer to the FIB slice and are thus, in fact, internal cross-sectional planes of the film with a length of 400 nm. From this 3D view, it is already clear that most of the defects are concentrated at the top surface of the FIB slice, but it is still difficult to distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic dislocations. The corresponding orthoslices at A, B and C, however, give a clear picture of this difference. Two are shown in figures [9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (c), revealing only extrinsic dislocation loops in the centre of the grain (slice B) and intrinsic dislocation lines being pinned by extrinsic dislocation loops at the surface slice C. Further analysis of the 3D morphology of the long dislocations did not reveal any pronounced cross-slip, which can be explained by the small values of internal stress in the as-deposited Al films, which are thus only very weakly deformed during deposition \[[@C68]\].

![(a) 3D view of Frank dislocation loops in an Al film thinned by FIB (the top and bottom refer to the surface of the FIB cross-section slice); (b) orthoslice in the middle of the sample (slice B in (a)) showing only a few FIB-induced Frank loops; and (c) orthoslice at the top of the sample (slice C in (a)) showing pinning of stress-induced dislocations (long white lines) at FIB-induced Frank loops (white points).](TSTA11661345F09){#F0009}

2.3.. Atomic resolution electron tomography {#s2-3}
-------------------------------------------

The physical and chemical properties of nanoparticles are controlled by their 3D morphology, bulk and surface structure and composition. Although 2D atomic-resolution TEM has been feasible for nearly four decades, only recently the step towards true 3D atomic resolution by electron tomography has been taken. Indeed, although the example shown in section 3.1.1 is a unique example of a combination of 2D atomic resolution data, it is not a true 3D reconstruction of a crystalline particle or matrix. The latter has recently been achieved by combining aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM in a double-corrected FEI Titan instrument operating at 80 kV (TEAM0.5), statistical parameter estimation theory and discrete tomography. Unlike for conventional electron tomography, only two atomic resolution images are sufficient for the reconstruction. The latter, however, can only yield reliable data when these images are properly quantified and combined with available knowledge about the particle\'s crystallographic structure. Additional projections confirm the reliability of the result.

The applicability of this technique has been shown for an Ag nanoparticle embedded in an Al matrix were the quantification of the number of Ag atoms along a particular crystallographic zone (〈100〉 or 〈110〉) is based on the intensity of the white dots in the image \[[@C13], [@C69]\]. This is possible since intensities in a HAADF-STEM image scale with the average atomic number *Z*, allowing one to distinguish columns containing a certain amount of Ag (*Z* = 47) from pure Al (*Z* = 13) columns when assuming a constant overall thickness of the sample. In figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(a) such an embedded Ag particle is shown viewed along a \[10 − 1\] direction, while figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the estimated number of Ag atoms along each column obtained via a model-based statistical parameter estimation procedure \[[@C39]\] in which simulated intensities of a model structure are compared with the measured ones. Based on these atom count results for two different orientations, discrete tomography using *a priori* knowledge such as the fcc-based character of the lattice and the assumption that there are no holes or vacancies yields a full 3D reconstruction seen along the \[1 − 10\] direction in figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(c). Although this example was chosen as a first model system, it will be clear that atomic resolution data on the morphology of the particle as well as on the interfaces between the particle and the matrix will be of great interest for its influence on the behaviour of this alloy. In subsequent studies, similar results have been reached for stand-alone particles \[[@C70]\].

![(a) HAADF-STEM image of an Ag particle in an Al matrix viewed along the \[10 − 1\] direction; (b) the estimated number of atoms for each column; and (c) \[1 − 10\] 3D view of the reconstructed particle based on this and similar data from a 〈100〉 direction.](TSTA11661345F10){#F0010}

3.. Conclusions {#s3}
===============

After a short introduction to electron tomography for materials science, the examples presented in this overview clearly show that fundamental research on the 3D structure of functional materials strongly enhances our understanding of the behaviour of these and other materials. Whereas conventional 2D microscopic information at different levels of resolution, of course, has supported the advance of new materials to a great extent, the intrinsic drawbacks related to 2D imaging can be overcome by adding the third dimension via different tools of tomography or sectioning. The revealed possibilities for quantification further allow for a more intrinsic use of these data when coupled to modelling for describing and predicting the behaviour of new systems.
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